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Bargaining Continues
Progress has been made negotiations, both
but important issues are administration and our
still on the table.
ONA team started
combining proposals
Monday, July 11
together into groups
negotiations were held in
referred to as packages.
the PeaceHealth Medical
Package proposals
Group board room. The
combine several, usually
room was barely large
related, proposals and
enough to hold both
require the acceptance of
bargaining teams and we
all or none of the individual
were happy to find that
components. Packaging
nurses still showed up to
proposals helps clarify
show support for the team
where each party’s
despite the unfamiliar
priorities are and also
location. Thank you to
everyone that made time
in their busy lives to join
us at negotiations – your
presence makes a
difference!
Our team feels we’ve
made some good progress
on issues that are priorities
for our members. We also
were able to identify the
outstanding issues that are
still the biggest challenges
for our team.

At this point in

permits changes in
proposals without a claim
of regressive bargaining.
Our team has put together
the majority of proposals
that we believe are related
to staffing into one such
package and the
administration team
responded in kind with
their own package.
Nothing is final until the
entire package is mutually
agreed upon but the
process reveals where

Some of our home care bargaining team members met their new on-call
RN at the bargaining session July 11. From left: Maggie Yokum, Cindy
Rasavage, Susan Walters, Jennifer Macias, Jo Turner
(Continued on Page 3)
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Status of Negotiations and Proposals as of July 11
ONA Proposals

Sacred Heart Proposals

3-year contract - 4.5% wage increase per year
plus adjustment in middle steps

4-year contract - 2%, 2%, 2% and 2.5% wage
increase a year with adjustments in middle steps

Meals and Breaks – our team is reviewing the
best practices in ONA represented facilities and
elsewhere to improve nurse’s ability to get their
legal and contractual rest breaks.

Still focused on scheduled breaks with double nursing
assignments for at least 1 hour/day for each nurse.
And, charge nurses role as a break nurse – with no
plans for charge nurses to be relieved for breaks.
There have been positive improvements on this
language which will help nurses have a stronger
voice in decision making at the unit level! We don’t
have a tentative agreement yet because it’s part of a
package proposal on staffing but we’re pleased
with the progress.

Stronger nurse voice in in unit based council
(UBC) decision making
Reduction in health insurance premiums,
reduction in maximum out of pocket and allow 30
-hour FTE nurses to qualify for the higher level of
premium contribution. ONA to join Service
Employees International Union (SEIU) in a health
benefits committee and receive other benefits
that SEIU was able to win in their first contract.
These changes are difficult for our nurses to win
since the plan is system-wide – we will continue
trying and also plan on working with other unions
at Sacred Heart and PeaceHealth to gain support
for future change.
Taskforce and training on prevention of
workplace violence
Insurance continuation for nurses on
Worker’s Compensation leave and agreement
to provide light duty assignments for injured
workers

No change to health insurance plan itself but Sacred
Heart has agreed to the same provisions that SEIU won
in negotiations – including adding nurses to the new
health benefits committee.

We reached a tentative agreement June 29!
Proposed language to meet and discuss about
improvements to light duty/worker’s compensation
with new director that has not yet started work at
PeaceHealth
(Continued on Page 4)

PTO Donations: Give “Two for the Team”
Much of the time your ONA team members spend in
preparation for negotiations and in the negotiation
sessions is voluntary time. We have 11 nurses and

four alternates on the Medical Center team and five
nurses on the Home Care Services team. The hours
will continue to add up as bargaining continues!

You can help offset a few of those hours with a PTO donation to the team. Any Sacred Heart
RN can donate PTO hours. Just fill out the form and turn it in to HR and to ONA. You can fax it in as
well – see information on the donation form.
It’s great way to support your team as they bargain for a strong, fair contract.
Please join your fellow RNs and give “Two (hours) for the Team”!
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Bargaining Continues
(Continued from Page 1)

each party is willing to move as revisions are made
with each counter proposal.

As part of the latest exchange of packaged
proposals, administration dropped two proposals
that were of great concern to our members.

It was a small room and a crowded table at the bargaining session on July
11. Pictured are team members Phyllis Hurt, Kim Stroda, Wendy Nau and
Jessica Detering.

One of the most significant moves made at the
end of our bargaining session Monday occurred
when administration, as part of a package
proposal, agreed to language in Article 18
Nursing Care Delivery, that would allow for the
staffing matrix to be included in the staffing
plans. This would mean that changes in the matrix
would need to come before the staffing committee for
approval. This is important in enabling nurses to
have a more meaningful voice in the staffing levels
on their units. We had previously moved closer on
paid time for staffing committee representatives to
attend unit based councils for the units they
represent, joint trainings for staffing committee
members and unit council chairs on best practices in
staffing plan development and evaluation, and
improvements in decision making processes for the
staffing committee and unit councils.

The first was their proposal to put nurses on
call for their entire shift if low censused. We
heard from our members loud and clear they
did not believe that proposal was fair. In prior
negotiations we had compromised and
agreed for nurses to be on call for up to half
their shift in order to help with short term
staffing needs. But nurses thought half the
shift was enough time for administration to
know whether they needed them or not. Night
shift nurses shared current practice was
already difficult for them and expressed that
being called in to work at 5 a.m. after being
low censused the night before would mean
serious disruptions to sleep and personal life
with only $5 per hour compensation. We’re
glad that administration heard our concerns
and recognized our resolve in rejecting their
proposal.

The second proposal that was withdrawn was the
proposal to eliminate the 15-year call exemption in
the OR, PACU and Cath Lab. Administration said
there were more senior nurses in these units that had
reached the 15-year mark and that put an unfair call
burden on the other nurses. Nurses that work in
these units believed we had addressed this problem
in our 2014 negotiations by agreeing that once the
nurses in the unit had been scheduled for 32 hours of
call in a cycle, the exempt nurses would go back into
the call rotation. Administration’s 2016 proposal to
remove the 15-year exemption altogether was a take
-away that the nurses in these units thought was very
unfair and unnecessary. Because administration has
shown willingness to withdraw this proposal, nurses
agreed to withdraw our proposed changes except for
our proposal for an increase in holiday call pay to two
times the mandatory call rate of pay ($10 per hour).
(Continued on Page 4)
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Status of Negotiations and Proposals as of July 11, 2016
(Continued from Page 2)

ONA Proposals

Sacred Heart Proposals

Our team modified our proposal as part of our
staffing package after learning of
administration’s change of heart in keeping the
15-year call exemption. We’re proposing to keep
the call pay and requirements the same as they
are currently except for an increase in call pay
on holidays.

*Call for life in mandatory call units without relief.
(elimination of 15-year call exemption)
*Administration withdrew this proposal as part of a
package proposal! This is great news for the OR and
PACU nurses! No tentative agreement until we work
through every issue in this package but a good
indication that this is going away!
Reduction of approximately 25% of PTO bank while
offering an average PTO increase of less than 8
hours per year (the above offer comes with a onetime cash payout, not the vacation time earned)
Less notice for mandatory trainings, nurses may be able
to pick up partial hours after training or use PTO to be
made whole
At the July 11 negotiations, administration made
some major movement on this article. This is also
part of the package proposal on staffing so, not fully
signed off on yet. However, our team thinks the
gains here would be significant in strengthening
staffing plans and nurse’s voice in staffing plan
development.
Nurses low censused will be put on call for entire shift.
Administration also withdrew this proposal as part of a
package proposal. No tentative agreement until we work
out all of the issues in the package but this is great
news!

Maintain current paid time off (PTO) accrual
and cap
No loss of wages to attend mandatory trainings –
including for Care Connect.

Stronger nurse role in staffing committee.
Hold hospital accountable for following
staffing plans

Maintain current language regarding low census
and call.

Bargaining Continues

(Continued from Page 3)

Other Outstanding Issues
Meals and Breaks – we continue to try and get
contract language that improves nurses’ ability to get
their meal and rest periods. This is important for
nurses and patient safety. Nurses tell us that one of
the main reasons they don’t take breaks is that they
don’t feel that their patients are safe when another
nurse has a double patient load.
Economic Issues – see the chart on Page 2 for the
proposed wage increases, contract length and other
outstanding proposals. As part of Article 9 –
Compensation - we have made good headway on
differentials and premium pay with increases to
evening shift differential (from $2.35/hr to $2.50/hr);
preceptor pay (from $1.50/hr to $2/hr); and
compensation for extra shift (CES pay) from $12.50 to

$18 per hour. We did not exchange many economic
proposals on Monday but administration has also
agreed to increase the tuition reimbursement from
$55,000 to $75,000 – less than what we had asked
for but still a significant increase. They’ve also agreed
to increase the ONA education funds by $10,000 per
year over the term of the contract.
Light Duty and Worker’s Compensation – we still want
to make improvements for injured workers in the
contract and are proposing that there are increased
light duty opportunities for injured workers who can do
modified work, and for those that can’t, we want them
to be provided with paid health insurance coverage
until they are able to return to work.
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Nurse Selfies Tell the Story of SH Working Conditions
Smart phones are everywhere these days, so we’re
taking advantage of that with our newest action in
support of bargaining. Nurses are taking selfies that
capture the essence of the challenges they face every
day – with both humor and pathos. The challenges
are with working conditions, not patients – things that
make it unnecessarily hard for them to do their jobs
well and to have healthy work/life balance.
On the ONA Sacred Heart Nurses Facebook page,
the posted selfies are sparking a robust dialogue
about nurses’ concerns, which include inability to get
breaks or lunches, never-ending calls to come in to
work, having to choose between needed rest and

leaving colleagues short-staffed, being left with a
disability and no health insurance after a workplace
injury, new moms not getting enough pump time for
their own and their babies’ health, and many other
topics. If you are on Facebook and haven’t joined the
group yet, please send a request to join.
We’ll be printing the selfies and bringing them to
bargaining on Tuesday July 19 to paint a collective
picture of the issues we’ve raised and why the
proposals we have on the table are important. So far
the selfies demonstrate that the things that go wrong
for nurses at Sacred Heart are too sadly often the
rule, not the exception.

Nurses selfies are collectively
painting a real life picture of
staffing and working
conditions at Sacred Heart.

Everyone’s story is
important.

Please take & send your
staffing selfie this week.



Write a short personal message about meals & 
breaks or other ongoing staffing concerns on
your unit.



Take a selfie holding your message.





Post your selfie to our RN Facebook group
ONA Sacred Heart Nurses, or text it to
541.342.1850.

Make your message about your own
experience.



Deadline to send selfies is Sunday July 17.

Be sure to take your photos in non-patientcare areas only and during a break, after your
shift, or at home.

See them all and support your team at our next bargaining session:
Tuesday July 19, UD Support Services Building Cusack Room, 9am to 5pm, (likely to run later).
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Nurses Turnout to Support Our Team
We’ve had outstanding turnout by nurses at the last
two bargaining sessions, despite difficult-to find
locations and one very small room. Parents

dropping in with their children has made for a great
family-friendly atmosphere. Thank you all for taking
time on your break, day off, or before or after a shift.

Nurses Tanis Contreras and
Mary Anne Gordon came to
support the bargaining team
at the July 11 session. Mary
Anne also brought lunch for
the team!

Please drop in
whenever you
can – your
support makes
a difference!

The next session is Tues., July 19 and we’re back at the Cusack Room on the 4th floor of the UD Support
Services building. This may be a long session – it will start at 9 a.m. and may go well past 5 p.m. The Sacred
Heart team will be in and out of the room as each team presents proposals and then caucuses to confer and
make decisions.

Next Scheduled Session

Tuesday, July 19

Cusack Room, University District (UD) Support Services Building 4th floor
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
To see what proposals we’re talking about at any moment and find out when Sacred
Heart administration is in the room, join the private Facebook group, “ONA Sacred
Heart Nurses.” Then stop in to support your team and hear the negotiations
firsthand.
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ONA Alerts Nurses to Potential Loss of PTO
One of the few proposals put forward by the Sacred
Heart administration at the negotiations table is one
that would lower the cap on PTO accrual. This past
week ONA sent letters out to 229 nurses who will be
most immediately affected should this proposal be
implemented. While the Medical Center’s proposal
would cash out any nurses who have PTO in excess
of the proposed new cap, the new accrual rate would
limit all nurses’ ability to accrue additional PTO to be
used for family emergencies, vacation, or medical
leave.
Sacred Heart’s proposal would increase the accrual
rate slightly (by approximately one day a year for
each tier) but decrease the cap from the current 600
hours. RNs over the cap would be cashed out. The
new tiered lower caps in administration’s proposal
would be as follows: 0 - 4.99 years of service - 336
hours; 5-9.99 years of service - 396 hours; 10-14.99

years of service – 444 hours; 15-19.99 years of
service – 468 hours; and 20 + years of service - 480
hours.
The bargaining team can offer no justification for this
proposed change beyond stating their desire to
reduce the liability that accrued PTO represents to
PeaceHealth and to have uniformity across the whole
PeaceHealth system. However RNs at all other
PeaceHealth hospitals have a 600 hour cap except
for Southwest Washington Medical.
We have heard from nurses who have deliberately
banked their PTO in order to provide them and their
families with additional security in case of illness, lowcensus or other contingencies that might arise. The
ONA-SHMC and SHHCS bargaining teams have
rejected this proposal as unacceptable to our
members.

ONA Nurses Raise Concerns about Training and
Implementation of CareConnect
Staffing: The Medical Center agreed to share their
staffing plans for each unit and shift during the
training and implementation period. This includes the
use of travelers and any other plans to increase
staffing during the training and implementation
Representatives from your ONA bargaining team met
timeframes.
with managers June 9 and again during negotiations
July 11 to share these concerns and make proposals ONA also proposed that there should be an increase
to improve communication and processes. We’ve also in staffing beyond October to accommodate an
talked to nurse representatives from PeaceHealth St. increase in PTO usage for those that delayed time off
Joseph in Bellingham to learn about their recent “go- because of administration encouragement not to take
live” experience.
time off from August – October. Human resources
agreed to review this and look at extending traveler
Contact us if you have particular concerns – we’re
contracts to accommodate requests for PTO in
working hard to make sure all concerns are being
November/December.
addressed!
Communication: ONA nurses suggested that clearer
We expect to get more information from human
communication should be sent out to all RNs with a
resources by next week. Here are some of the
list of the required trainings and timeframes, (both
issues raised along with ONA’s proposals:
how long each training is estimated and when they
Nurses have been contacting ONA bargaining team
members and labor representatives with questions
and concerns about the upcoming CareConnect
trainings and October implementation.

(Continued on Page 8)
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ONA Nurses Raise Concerns about Training and Implementation of CareConnect
(Continued from page 7)

Time off: We reiterated that PTO
nurses should use their PTO to
make up for lost time. We continue should be granted per contract.
to press this issue in negotiations. Human resources representatives
agreed. Let us know if you believe
Nurses that miss a class or
your PTO was denied due to
classes: June 30, a
CareConnect training or
communication was sent to nurses
implementation and we will
(from Mary Beth Saddoris) that
contact human resources.
stated that in the case of a missed
Pay for trainings: ONA has a
Timing of trainings: We raised
training due to illness or other
proposal on the table in contract
reasons managers would
concerns about the class times.
negotiations that nurses should be “attempt” to reschedule if possible. We are hearing from nurses that
made whole for mandatory
the 6 a.m. training start time is
ONA stated that there needs to be
trainings if they are shorter than
particularly difficult for many
an opportunity to reschedule. With
their typical shift. If this is agreed
nurses due to child care and other
this many nurses taking multiple
to in negotiations, nurses would be
family obligations. We also heard
trainings, someone is going to
paid for any time lost as a result of
that nurses that regularly work
miss a class due to illness or other
attending a mandatory training. If
evening shift have been scheduled
emergencies and they can’t lose
not, nurses would be offered the
for a 6 a.m. class and class times
work/pay as a result. We also
option of completing training
don’t work well for night shift RNs.
stated that the Medical Center
modules or other options to make
More to come on this topic.
should not require a greater
up time lost from regular shift.
Home Care Services: We asked
burden of proof or apply the sick
ONA also stated that nurses
time policy differently to nurses in for clarification on the training
should not lose pay in the form of
this process.
expectation for home care
shift differentials for taking the
services RNs who are only going
trainings. Administration has not
to need to access CareConnect in
agreed to this proposal and
a read only format.
maintains their position that
need to be completed). We did
learn that the modules are not
“required” but “encouraged” and
may be taken before, during or
after the go-live date. We’re still in
discussions about how to improve
communication and clarify
expectations.

Stay in Touch with Bargaining
We have many ways to help you stay in touch about your 2016 contract negotiations:

Text Message
Sign up to get brief texts from your bargaining
team about important developments, events,
and actions. It’s a one-way service (so no
worries about getting “Reply All” messages)
that we’ll use just for important and breaking
news.

Facebook
Join our private Facebook group ONA Sacred
Heart Nurses where we post frequent updates
and you can ask questions of the team about
what’s happening. Send a request to join on
Facebook or an email to rygas@oregonrn.org
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